
Mathematis 131 { Calulus for Physial and Life SienesLab Day 4 { Families of CurvesNovember 12, 2004BakgroundWe have now introdued a number of tools relating properties of the derivatives of afuntion f to the properties of the funtion f itself (the First and Seond Derivative Testsfor ritial points, and so forth). These are also useful in situations where we want to studynot just one urve, but a whole family of urves, de�ned by a formula ontaining one ormore \parameters" (onstants that an take on di�erent values). In this lab we will studyseveral examples of these families of urves, and see how the parameters an inuene theshape of the urve.Lab QuestionsA) First we will study the family of urves de�ned byy = f(x) = e�(x�a)2=b:Here a and b > 0 are the two parameters in the formula. To work with all of thesesimultaneously, we an de�ne a funtion in Maple like this:f := (x,a,b) -> exp(-(x-a)^2/b);To plot individual urves in the family, we use the plot ommand as before, and supplythe partiular a and b-values for the urve in the family that we want. For instane,to plot the urve with a = 0, b = 1 on the interval �3 � x � 3, for instane, we woulduse plot(f(x,0,1),x=-3..3);1) Plot the urves in the family for a = 0 and b = :1; 1; 3; 10 together on the sameoordinate axes. Pik an appropriate range of x-values to plot so that you are seeing allof the graphs in reasonable detail. (The lab sheet for Lab Day 1 inludes informationabout how to do this in Maple if you don't remember. Reall that you an also speifywhih olor to use for eah plot { this will help to tell whih is whih.) Desribe whathappens if we vary b but keep a �xed in this family.2) Now plot the urves in the family for a = �2;�1; 0; 1; 2 together on the same oordi-nate axes. Again, pik an appropriate range of x-values to plot so that you are seeingall of the graphs in reasonable detail. Desribe in general what happens if we vary abut keep b �xed.3) How does the loation of the ritial point(s) of f(x) depend on a; b in this family?In Maple, you an ompute f 0(x) by using diff(f(x,a,b),x). Where is this equalto zero, or unde�ned? Does this math your plots in parts 1,2? Explain.4) Where do the urves in this family have inetion points, and how does their loationdepend on a; b? 1



B) Now onsider the family of urves de�ned byy = g(x) = x3 � 3ax+ 1:(Just one parameter, a, here.)1) Plot the urves in the family for a = �2;�1; 0; 1; 2 on the same oordinate axes.2) How do the number and type of the ritial points in this family depend on the valueof a?3) There is exatly one value of a for whih g(x) has a double root. Find this a and plotthe orresponding urve in the family to hek your work.C) Finally, we onsider the family of urves given byy = h(x) = 1(x� a)2 + b(two parameters, a and b here).1) Fix a = 0 and the urves in this family for b = �2;�1;�0:2; 0; 0:2; 1; 2. Plot all �veurves together on the same axes. You will note that some of these have vertialasymptotes. To \ut o�" the graphs and get reasonable pitures, add the optionsy=-20..20,disont=true in the plot ommand.2) Now �x b (you get to hoose the value) and vary a in this family. Plot four urvestogether on the same axes.3) For what values of a and b does the graph y = h(x) have vertial asymptotes? Whereare the asymptotes loated (give in terms of a; b).4) Where are the ritial point(s) of y = h(x) loated. If you �x a, does the type ofritial point (maximum, minimum, neither) depend on the value of b? Explain.5) Find values of a; b so that the funtion y = h(x) has a loal maximum at the point(x; y) = (3; 5). Plot your urve.6) Where do the urves in this family have inetion points, and how does their loationdepend on a; b?AssignmentOne write-up from eah lab group. Due: Wednesday, November 17.
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